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The JFK Assassination Chokeholds That Inescapably Prove There Was a Conspiracy

By Edward Curtin, May 12, 2024

While the book is terrific, I  must say I do not agree that we need a new investigation. The
facts  have long been clear:  President  Kennedy was assassinated by  the U.S.  National
Security State led by the CIA. What we need to do is draw the implications from that fact.
They are profound.

Red Alert: WHO Pandemic “Treaty” Is Now an “Agreement”

By Jon Rappoport, May 15, 2024

What we’ve been told is the WHO Pandemic Treaty is actually labeled an Agreement. This is
dire. When Biden signs it, American sovereignty is suddenly placed under the WHO.

Is the U.S. Fast Losing One of the Most Important Assets of Democracy: Capacity for Timely
Corrective Action?

By Bharat Dogra, May 15, 2024

Democracies score over authoritarian regimes and dictatorship in many important respects.
One of the most important assets of democracies is their capacity to take timely corrective
actions. It is not that democracies do not make serious mistakes; they do.

The Challenge of the 2020-2021 Corona Crisis: Your Life, Your Mind, Your Soul

By Dr. Pascal Sacré, May 15, 2024
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Based on current data and the decline since 2021, in England, it has been known since
September 2023 that COVID-19 vaccinated people die more than unvaccinated people.

The Arsenal of Genocide: The U.S. Weapons That Are Destroying Gaza

By Medea Benjamin and Nicolas J. S. Davies, May 14, 2024

Many people have been asking the U.S. to halt weapons to Israel for seven months, and of
course Biden’s move comes too late for 35,000 Palestinians who have been killed in Gaza,
mainly by American weapons.

Russia’s Offensive in Kharkov: Kiev Regime Retaliates by Killing Civilians in Belgorod

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, May 14, 2024

On May 12, a brutal Ukrainian attack hit the Belgorod region, destroying several buildings in
residential areas of the city. So far, at least 18 people have died, but many are still missing
among the remains of the collapsed buildings – including children.

The Great Ukraine Robbery Is Not Over Yet. Ron Paul

By Rep. Ron Paul, May 14, 2024

The ink was barely dry on President Biden’s signature transferring another $61 billion to the
black hole called Ukraine, when the mainstream media broke the news that this was not the
parting shot in a failed US policy. The elites have no intention of shutting down this gravy
train,  which transports  wealth  from the middle  and working class  to  the wealthy  and
connected class.
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